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Abstract—The emerging 6G network envisions integrated sens-
ing and communication (ISAC) as a promising solution to meet
growing demand for native perception ability. To optimize and
evaluate ISAC systems and techniques, it is crucial to have
an accurate and realistic wireless channel model. However,
some important features of ISAC channels have not been well
characterized, for example, most existing ISAC channel models
consider communication channels and sensing channels inde-
pendently, whereas ignoring correlation under the consistent
environment. Moreover, sensing channels have not been well
modeled in the existing standard-level channel models. Therefore,
in order to better model ISAC channel, a cluster-based statistical
channel model is proposed in this paper, which is based on
measurements conducted at 28 GHz. In the proposed model,
a new framework based on 3GPP standard is proposed, which
includes communication clusters and sensing clusters. Clustering
and tracking algorithms are used to extract and analyze ISAC
channel characteristics. Furthermore, some special sensing clus-
ter structures such as shared sensing cluster, newborn sensing
cluster, etc., are defined to model correlation and difference
between communication and sensing channels. Finally, accuracy
of the proposed model is validated based on measurements and
simulations.

Index Terms—Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC),
channel measurement, cluster-based statistical channel model,
6G, Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

I. INTRODUCTION

THe sixth generation (6G) wireless network is being
developed to revolutionize communication paradigm, en-

abling ubiquitous sensing, connectivity, and intelligence [1].
To meet higher demands for end-to-end information process-
ing of 6G, there is a growing interest in integrated sensing
and communication (ISAC) techniques, which enables native
perception ability to support smart homes, enhanced position-
ing and environmental monitoring, etc [2], [3]. Meanwhile,
the development of wireless communication towards higher
frequencies such as millimeter waves, terahertz waves, and
visible light will result in more overlaps with traditional radar
frequencies. Achieving communication and sensing in the
same spectrum can avoid interference and improve spectrum
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utilization. Furthermore, in recent years, wireless communica-
tion and radar sensing have more similarities in system design,
signal processing, and data transmission. Sharing the same
software and hardware equipment to achieve communication
and sensing can reduce equipment cost, size, and power
consumption. Therefore, ISAC has the potential to improve
spectrum and reduce cost through integration of sensing and
communication functionalities in a single transmission, device,
or network infrastructure [4], and thus supports a lot of
emerging applications in 6G.

Accurate channel models are the prerequisite for design
and deployment of wireless communication systems [5]–
[7]. For ISAC technologies, design, beamforming, and signal
processing have been widely investigated [8]–[10]. However,
propagation of communication radios and sensing echoes, i.e.,
ISAC channel, has not been well investigated, which is an
essential foundation for ISAC system desgn and evaluation
[11]. Generally speaking, ISAC channels integrate sensing
and communication channels. For passive perception, ISAC
channels are similar to the traditional communication channels.
However, for active perception, ISAC channels involve radio
propagation from transmitter to receiver as well as echo
propagation from transmitter to scatterers and coming back
to the transmitter. Therefore, traditional channel models are
inappropriate for ISAC scenarios [12], [13], and it is necessary
to develop accurate ISAC channel models.

Compared to non-clustered channel models, cluster-based
models are widely applied and have been adopted by many
standards models such as ITU-R, 3GPP, WINNER and
QuaDRiGa channel models. They separately describe inter-
cluster and intra-cluster properties, making the model signif-
icantly less complex without sacrificing accuracy. Currently,
channel model for ISAC is far from standardized modeling
procedure, and the use of a cluster-based channel model for
ISAC channels is critical. Besides, actual measurements for
ISAC channel have shown that MPCs are generally distributed
in clusters. Different clusters can be mapped to different
scatterers in the environment, which is beneficial for modeling.
Motivated by the above preference, this paper proposes using
cluster-based channel model for ISAC.

A. Related Work

Modeling of ISAC channels needs to consider characteris-
tics of sensing and communication channels. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, there exist few measurements and channel
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modeling for ISAC scenarios. This subsection summarizes
some related investigations on i) measurement campaign of
ISAC, ii) independently modeling of ISAC channels, and iii)
correlatively modeling of ISAC channels, as follows.

1) Measurement is an effective method to characterize wire-
less channel [14]–[16]. In order to explore special char-
acteristics of sensing channels, there exists some mea-
surement campaigns for ISAC scenarios, which mainly
extract channel parameters based on radar echoes. In
[17], an empirical statistical model for 77 GHz is
presented based on measurements of onboard millime-
ter wave radar in underground parking lot scenarios,
and analyzes multipath components characteristics using
Space-Alternating Generalized Expectation-maximization
(SAGE) algorithm. Ref. [18] conducts air-to-ground mea-
surements in an open environment based on 5G-NR
waveforms, and analyzes angular characteristics of sens-
ing channel; In [19], a radar multipath model is proposed,
and amplitude and Doppler characteristics of sensing
channel in indoor corner scenario are analyzed; Ref. [20]
extracts channel parameters based on 28 GHz outdoor
measurement and introduces metal scatterers to investi-
gate impact of interference on sensing channels. However,
these measurement-based ISAC channel characterizations
only focus on sensing channel, which cannot reflect
integration of communication and sensing channels.

2) In many existing works of ISAC, communication and
sensing channels are generated independently. In [21],
modulation of ISAC system are optimized based on
information transmission rates. However, it does not
distinguish between communication channels and sensing
channels, both of which are considered to be frequency
selective channels. In [22], a vehicle ISAC system based
on IEEE 802.11ad is presented, where communication
channel is considered as a Rice channel and sensing
channel is considered as a path-based model. Similarly,
communication channel and sensing channel are con-
sidered as a Rayleigh model and a path-based model
respectively in [23] to design a dual function radar
communication system. In this case, communication and
sensing performance of ISAC system can only be evalu-
ated independently. Some researches use the same model
for communication and sensing channels. For instance,
both communication and sensing channels are considered
as path-based or cluster-based channel models in [24] and
[25], respectively. However, for these models, correlation
between communication and sensing channels is not well
reflected.

3) In a few existing researches, correlatively modeling be-
tween communication and sensing channels has attracted
some attention. In [26], a millimeter-wave ISAC system is
designed, in which communication clusters are assumed
as a part of sensing channel. In [27], a multi-link channel
architecture in ISAC scenarios is proposed. However,
these ISAC channel models lack actual measurement
validation. Ref. [28] analyzes spatial consistency char-
acteristics between communication and sensing channels

based on measurements with a vehicle-mounted radar,
which only focuses on power spectrum analysis. In [29],
communication and sensing indoor channel measurement
is conducted at 28 GHz, capturing shared features be-
tween communication and sensing channels. However,
these ISAC channel models are difficult to integrate
with the existing standard channel models. Moreover,
deterministic channel models such as Ray-tracing (RT)
have ability to provide the correlation modeling of ISAC
channels. For instance, Ref. [30] and [31] analyze ISAC
channels in indoor static scenarios and outdoor vehicle-
to-vehicle scenarios respectively based on RT models. In
addition, a deterministic ISAC channel model is proposed
based on indoor millimeter-wave geometric structures
in [32]. In [33], ISAC channel corresponding to target
scatterer is proposed based on points models, and sensing
characteristics of each point in scatterer are analyzed.
However, these deterministic models have high com-
putational cost and complex implementation. To sum
up, highlighting correlation between communication and
sensing channels to evaluate ISAC systems remains a
crucial research focus.

B. Major Contributions

As discussed before, based on the current standard chan-
nel models such as 3GPP TR 38.901 [34], deriving the
corresponding sensing channels under the same procedure
to integrate ISAC channels is a reasonable and compatible
modeling approach. In order to fill the aforementioned gaps,
this paper proposes a cluster-based ISAC statistical channel
model. Note that the ISAC channel measurements are limited
to the specific environment. The work in this paper shows an
innovative correlatively sensing and communication channel
modeling approach, in which model parameters are extracted
from actual measurements and a generalized statistical model
is established. The work can provide guidance for channel
measurement and modeling in both the current and other
scenarios, and the main contributions are summarized as
follows:

1) A new framework of ISAC channel model based on
3GPP standard is proposed. Clusters are divided into
two categories, communication clusters and sensing clus-
ters, which are used to describe multi-path components
(MPCs) statistical distribution of power, delay, angle, etc.

2) A wideband MIMO channel measurement system is used
to conduct directional ISAC channel measurements at 28
GHz. Both communication channels and sensing channels
are measured on the consistent outdoor environment.

3) We extract distribution of clusters in ISAC channel. Some
novel cluster types, including shared sensing cluster and
newborn sensing cluster, are introduced to specialize
sensing channels and model correlation between commu-
nication and sensing channels.

4) The proposed channel model is validated by comparing
with measurement data, which guarantees accuracy of the
proposed model and the related analysis in the paper.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of cluster-based ISAC channels.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, a cluster-based statistical channel model is proposed
for ISAC scenarios. Section III introduces ISAC channel
measurement system and measurement campaign. In Section
IV, measurement data processing and modeling for sensing
clusters are presented. Section V presents ISAC channel model
implementation and validation. Finally, conclusion is given in
Section VI.

II. ISAC CHANNEL MODEL

It is widely known that MPCs are generally distributed in
groups (clusters) [35], [36] and a cluster-based model has
less complex when keeping the accuracy [37]. In this section,
a cluster-based ISAC statistical channel model is proposed
to capture correlation between communication and sensing
channels. In addition, a framework of ISAC channel modeling
is proposed based on the structure of 3GPP channel model. We
will highlight the required extension of ISAC channel model
based on the procedure in 3GPP TR 38.901. [34].

A. Cluster-Based ISAC Channel

This paper considers a 3D cluster-based ISAC channel
as shown in Fig. 1. Scatterers are randomly distributed in
environment, following spatial characteristics between com-
munication and sensing channels. The clusters contribute to
communication channels or sensing channels are considered
as communication clusters or sensing clusters, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1, communication and sensing channels are
illustrated by blue and red lines, respectively. More detailed
introductions about Fig. 1 are as follows:

• Base station (BS) and user terminal (UT) are also called
as transmitting terminal (TX), sensing terminal (SX) and
receiving terminal (RX) in this paper. When SX is located
on TX, it is considered as a “monostatic” ISAC channel.
Otherwise, it is a “bistatic” ISAC channel, which is shown
in the figure.

• If sensing echoes only have one interaction with scatterers
(e.g., perception target), propagation condition is considered
as Line-of-Sight (LOS) sensing propagation, otherwise it is
considered as Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) sensing propagation,
marked by solid and dashed lines in the figure respectively.
For LOS sensing propagation, amplitude, phase, and other

characteristics of echoes are determined by target scatterers,
resulting in effective sensing signals. For NLOS sensing
propagation, amplitude, phase, and other characteristics of
echoes are jointly impacted by multiple scatterers, resulting
in multiple-bounce and invalid sensing signals.
• Clusters in LOS sensing propagation mainly include two

types: shared sensing clusters and newborn sensing clusters.
Shared sensing clusters are defined that clusters in communica-
tion channels still exist in the corresponding sensing channels
and contribute to communication and sensing channels simul-
taneously; while newborn sensing clusters only contribute to
sensing channels.

In the proposed cluster-based ISAC channel, communication
and sensing clusters from the same physical scatterer share
inter-cluster parameters, such as arrival angles, departure an-
gles, spatial position, etc., while communication and sensing
clusters from different physical scatterers are independent to
each other. Besides, in order to better represent physical char-
acteristics of scatterers, sensing clusters are expected to have
more intra-cluster parameters than communication clusters,
such as radar cross section (RCS). In addition, when multiple
BS and UT are deployed with same environment in simulation,
sensing clusters in different BS-UT links interact with each
other, making it possible for one BS to perceive scatterers in
other BS-UT links.

B. Generation Procedure

The aim of proposed modeling approach is to derive sensing
channels from 3GPP standard communication channel model,
which is suitable to target detection, localization, tracking,
sensing assisted communication, communication assisted sens-
ing, etc. Based on 3GPP TR 38.901, generation procedure
for ISAC channel modeling is shown in Fig. 2. The blue
highlighted fields represent the same steps with 3GPP standard
channels, which is used to develop communication channel
model. While the yellow highlighted fields represent extension
parts for sensing channel. With the proposed framework,
communication channel and sensing channel are generated
using the same UE parameters, which can be divided into
three parts.

1) General Parameters: including UE parameters and
large-scale parameter (LSP) generation. At first, UE param-
eters are fed into procedure, such as types of scenario (urban
micro, urban macro, rural macro, etc.), network layout (num-
bers and 3D locations of BS and UT, speeds and directions
of UTs, frequency and bandwidth) and antenna array (antenna
field patterns and array geometries of BSs and UTs). Based
on UE parameters, propagation condition (LOS/NLOS) can
be assigned for different BS-UT links. Afterwards, pathloss
of communication channel and LSPs are generated.

2) Small Scale Parameters: including cluster-based propa-
gation parameters. For communication channels, small scale
parameters (SSPs) of each individual cluster and rays within
cluster are generated based on the specific LSPs in general
parameters and the predefined statistical models in 3GPP. Then
perform random coupling of rays and apply cross polarization
power ratios (XPR) to clusters. For sensing channels, SSPs
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Fig. 2. Framework for ISAC channel modeling.

are obtained based on the generated communication channels,
in which location coordinates of clusters can be mapped
according to delays, powers and angles. Then assign sensing
clusters, perform random coupling of rays and apply cross
XPRs to clusters.

3) Coefficients Generation: including channel impulse re-
sponse. Based on the generated SSPs, channel coefficient in
time domain can be generated based on field patterns of
receiver antenna and transmitter antenna respectively. Then
coefficients of rays are added together to generate channel
coefficients, and pathloss as well as shadowing are applied
on them. Note that pathloss for sensing channel is calculated
separately for each clusters due to different propagation length.

C. Extension for Sensing Channels

In this section, we focus on extension procedure for sensing
channels, especially on spatial mapping module (STEP1),
assign sensing clusters module (STEP2), global scatterer mer-
gence module (STEP3), channel coefficient generation module
(STEP7) and pathloss calculation module (STEP8).

1) Spatial Mapping: Based on generated communication
cluster delays τ , powers P , zenith angle of arrival θZOA,
azimuth angle of arrival ϕAOA, zenith angle of departure

Single-bounce r

TX location

RX location

First-bounce scatterer

First-bounce scatterer Last-bounce scatterer

Multi-bounce

r

TX location

RX location

First-bounce scatterer
Last-bounce scatterer

x

y
z

Fig. 3. Spatial mapping illustration of clusters.

θZOD and azimuth angle of departure ϕAOD, location of
cluster can be calculated [38]. Fig. 3 illustrates spatial mapping
of clusters based on 3GPP standard channel.

First-bounce scatterer (FBS) and last-bounce scatterer
(LBS) correspond to the first and last scatterers in radio prop-
agation respectively. For subpath l in communication cluster
m, bl,m represents vector pointing from TX to FBS, |cl,m|
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represents length of path from FBS to LBS, al,m represents
vector from RX to LBS. Assuming delay of LOS path is zero,
thus total propagation length of subpath l is follows:

dl = |bl,m|+ |cl,m|+ |al,m| = τl · c+ |r| (1)

where |r| is distance between TX and RX. Direction vector
of path is calculated as

âl,m =

 cosϕl,m,AOA · sin θl,m,ZOA

sinϕl,m,AOA · sin θl,m,ZOA

cos θl,m,ZOA

 =
al,m

|al,m|
(2)

b̂l,m =

 cosϕl,m,AOD · sin θl,m,ZOD

sinϕl,m,AOD · sin θl,m,ZOD

cos θl,m,ZOD

 =
bl,m
|bl,m|

(3)

In order to ensure that spatial mapping is reasonable, dmin

is introduced as distance between TX or RX and the nearest
scatterer, and making |bl,m| ∼ U (dmin, dl/2). For triangular
structure composed of RX, FBS, and LBS (shaded in Fig.
3), distance between RX and LBS |al,m| can be calculated
according to cosine theorem, as follows:

|al,m| = (d′l)
2 − |dl,m|2

2 · (d′l − dl,m
T âl,m)

(4)

where dl,m and d′l represent vector and propagation length
from RX to FBS respectively, expressed as follows:

d′l = dl − |bl,m| (5)

dl,m = r + b̂l,m · |bl,m| (6)

In fact, |al,m| might be smaller than dmin. This case is treated
by setting |cl,m| = 0 and calculating new location based on
delay and departure angle. It often occurs when propagation
delay is short, that is, path length is only slightly longer than
LOS path. Assuming TX is located at the origin of global
coordinate system, then location coordinates [X,Y ,Z] of
FBS and LBS are mapping as follows:

[XFBS ,Y FBS ,ZFBS ] = b̂n,m · |bn,m| (7)

[XLBS ,Y LBS ,ZLBS ] = −r + ân,m · |an,m| (8)

2) Assign Sensing Clusters: Shared sensing clusters are
generated based on spatial mapping of communication clus-
ters. In the proposed ISAC channels, there exists commu-
nication clusters with their own spatial mapping. Some of
them only contribute to communication channels while some
of them are shared with sensing channels. Whether commu-
nication clusters are considered as shared sensing clusters
can be evaluated in term of an evolution probability [39]. A
higher probability indicates that more clusters in communica-
tion channels are shared with sensing channels. Note that if
distance between SX and target is small, physical scatterers
are more easily perceived by SX, and evolution probability is
higher.

Newborn sensing clusters are generated independently. Ac-
cording to measured statistical distribution, procedure of com-
munication clusters is employed to generate newborn sensing

TABLE I
PATTERNS OF SENSING PROPAGATION.

Propagation conditions TX to Target Target to SX
LOS sensing LOS LOS

NLOS sensing LOS NLOS
NLOS sensing NLOS LOS
NLOS sensing NLOS NLOS

clusters with their own spatial mapping. Note that UT is
also modeled as a newborn sensing cluster if communication
channel is LOS propagation.

3) Global Scatterer Mergence: It is obvious that number of
sensing clusters in ISAC channel is related to distribution of
scatterers in surrounding environment. Therefore, it is essential
to limit global number of sensing clusters to avoid explosive
sensing clusters in process of generation. If redundant sens-
ing clusters in simulation space are generated, clusters that
are closer to each other and merged into one scatterer by
agglomerative hierarchical algorithm [40], meaning that they
correspond to the same physical target, so as to ensure that
number of global sensing clusters in ISAC channel is finite
and stationary. The inter-cluster similarity L(r, s) are evaluated
in term of spatial position, which is defined as the average
distance in coordinates of all sample pairs within two clusters
r and s, calculated as follows:

L(r, s) =
1

nrns

nr∑
i=1

ns∑
j=1

(xr,i − xs,j)
2 (9)

where nr and ns represent number of samples within clusters,
and xr,i and xs,j represent positional coordinates of each
sample respectively.

4) Generate Channel Coefficient for Sensing: Considering
all generated sensing clusters as perception targets in en-
vironment, 3GPP standard procedure is employed for each
perception target to generate sensing channel coefficients.
According to distance from TX to target, and from target
to SX, sensing propagation condition can be assigned based
on LOS probability of 3GPP TR38.901. Patterns of sensing
propagation are shown in Table I. Only in the case that
TX to target and target to SX are both LOS conditions, the
propagation condition is LOS sensing.

Therefore, channel coefficient of LOS sensing path and
NLOS sensing path for each sensing and transmitter element
pair u,s are given respectively as in (10) and (11), where
Fsx,u,θ and Fsx,u,ϕ are field patterns of sensing antenna
element u in direction of spherical basis vectors, θ and ϕ
respectively. Ftx,s,θ and Ftx,s,ϕ are field patterns of sensing
antenna element s in direction of spherical basis vectors,
θ and ϕ respectively. r̂sx,l,m and r̂tx,l,m are spherical unit
vector with arrival angle and departure angle respectively.
d̄sx,u and d̄tx,s are location vectors of sensing antenna element
u and transmit antenna element s respectively. κl,m is cross
polarisation power ratio in linear scale and λ0 is wavelength.
Φθθ,Φθϕ,Φϕθ,Φθθ are random initial phases. v̄ is target
velocity vector.

5) Calculate Pathloss for Sensing: Unlike pathloss calcula-
tion in communication channels, pathloss of sensing channels
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hLOS
u,s (t) =

[
Fsx,u,θ (θLOS,ZOA, ϕLOS,AOA)
Fsx,u,ϕ (θLOS,ZOA, ϕLOS,AOA)

]T [
1 0
0 −1

] [
Ftx,s,θ (θLOS,ZOD, ϕLOS,AOD)
Ftx,s,ϕ (θLOS,ZOD, ϕLOS,AOD)

]

exp

j2π
(
r̂Ttx,l,m · d̄tx,s

)
λ0

 exp

j2π
(
r̂Tsx,l,m · d̄sx,u

)
λ0

 exp

j2π
((

r̂Ttx,l,m + r̂Trx,l,m

)
· v̄

)
t

λ0

 (10)

hNLOS
u,s,l,m(t)

=

[
Fsx,u,θ (θl,m,ZOA, ϕl,m,AOA)
Fsx,u,ϕ (θl,m,ZOA, ϕl,m,AOA)

]T  exp
(
jΦθθ

l,m

) √
κ−1
l,m exp

(
jΦθϕ

l,m

)√
κ−1
l,m exp

(
jΦϕθ

l,m

)
exp

(
jΦϕϕ

l,m

) [
Ftx,s,θ (θl,m,ZOD, ϕl,m,AOD)
Ftx,s,ϕ (θl,m,ZOD, ϕl,m,AOD)

]

exp

j2π
(
r̂Ttx,l,m · d̄tx,s

)
λ0

 exp

j2π
(
r̂Tsx,l,m · d̄sx,u

)
λ0

 exp

j2π
((

r̂Ttx,l,m + r̂Tsx,l,m

)
· v̄

)
t

λ0


(11)

is calculated separately for each clusters due to different
propagation length. In free space propagation, pathloss of com-
munication channel with omnidirectional isotropic antennas is
given as follows:

PLcom (d) =
(4π)2d2

λ2
(12)

where d is distance between TX and RX. Correspondingly,
pathloss of sensing channel is given as follows:

PLsen (d1, d2, σRCS) =
64π3d21d

2
2

λ2σRCS
(13)

where d1, d2 and σRCS are distances between TX and target,
target and SX, RCS of target, respectively. Based on (12) and
(13), pathloss of sensing channels is given as follows:

PLsen (d1, d2, σRCS) [dB] =

PL (d1) + PL (d2)− 10 log σRCS + 10 log
λ2

4π

(14)

where pathloss of sensing channels can be calibrated based
on the widely used communication pathloss model from 3GPP
TR38.901, expressed as PL(d) in (14). At last, apply pathloss
and shadowing for communication channels and sensing chan-
nels and integrate them as ISAC channels.

III. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

A. Measurement System

A wideband MIMO measurement system is used for ISAC
channel measurements, including signal generator and signal
analyzer, up-conversion and down-conversion modules, ref-
erence clock modules, horn and array antennas, and elec-
tronic switch (integrated within down-conversion module).
The National Instruments (NI) PXIe-5745, also known as
PXI FlexRIO Signal Generator, is used as signal generator.
The NI PXIe-5775, also known as PXI FlexRIO Digitizer, is
used as signal analyzer [41]. Sounding signal employed in
measurements is a multi-carrier signal with 1 GHz bandwidth
and frequency of 28 GHz. A power amplifier with a gain
of 28 dB is integrated within up-conversion module. Both
TX and RX employ a global positioning system (GPS)-tamed
Rubidium clock to achieve synchronization, which can provide

TABLE II
CONFIGURATIONS OF ISAC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM.

Parameters Value
Center frequency 28 GHz

Bandwidth 1 GHz
Transmit power 28 dBm

Range resolution 0.3 m
Sounding signal Multi-carrier signal

Number of frequency points 1024
Sample rate 6.4 GHz

Transmitter antenna Horn antenna
Sensing antenna 4×8 array antenna
Receiver antenna 4×8 array antenna

TX Horn Antenna SX Array Antenna

Down-Conversion

Signal Analyzer

Up-Conversion

Signal Generator

RX Array Antenna

Down-Conversion

Signal Analyzer
GPS 

Antenna

(a)

TX Horn Antenna SX Array Antenna

Down-Conversion

Signal Analyzer

Up-Conversion

Signal Generator

RX Array Antenna

Down-Conversion

Signal Analyzer
GPS 

Antenna

(b)

Fig. 4. ISAC channel measurement system. (a) RX. (b) TX and SX.

a 10 MHz reference clock impulse. The detailed configurations
of measurement system are provided in Table II.

As shown in Fig. 4, in TX, baseband signal is generated
by signal generator and then is up-converted to millimeter
wave through up-conversion module. After amplification by
power amplifier, sounding signal is transmitted through a
horn antenna with a gain of 20 dB. The whole process
is synchronized by a rubidium atomic reference clock. In
RX, a 4×8 antenna array is employed to receive sounding
signal and send it to down-conversion module through a high-
speed electronic switch. The signal is then down-converted to
baseband and stored in signal analyzer. The whole process is
synchronized by a rubidium atomic reference clock, which is
calibrated with that of TX through GPS. In SX, it is located
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Fig. 5. Illustration of antenna calibration. (a) Array calibration in anechoic
chamber. (b) Measured phase radiation pattern of element 16 at 28 GHz as
an example.

close to TX, enabling it to share rubidium atomic clock for
synchronization. Signal receiving process in SX is the same
as RX, thus no further explanation is presented due to space
limitation.

B. Calibration

Measurement system calibration is a crucial step in ensuring
accurate results. It comprises of two fundamental parts: back-
to-back measurement and antenna calibration. Back-to-back
calibration aims to eliminate impact of measurement systems,
including cables, switches, transceivers and etc. Besides, in
order to obtain accurate measurement-based MPCs estimation,
antenna calibration is also essential [42], [43]. In this paper,
measurements of radiation patterns of each array antenna
element are conducted in an anechoic chamber, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). For the array, we measured three-dimensional gain
and phase radiation pattern in every spatial direction of front,
ranging from azimuth 1-180 degrees and elevation angle 1-180
degrees. Fig. 5(b) displays a three-dimensional phase radiation
pattern of element 16 of the array at 28 GHz. The obtained
calibration data will be used as steering vectors for MPC
estimation.

C. ISAC Channel Measurements

1) Dynamic Measurement: Dynamic measurement scenario
is illustrated in Fig. 6(a), which aims to obtain dynamic
variation from the same target cluster in communication and
sensing channels. The measured data can be further used to
obtain statistical models of evolution probability to determine
shared sensing clusters. A moving scatterer is manually de-
signed to move along the pre-set route with stable velocity, and
dynamic variation of clusters are simultaneously measured in
both communication and sensing channels. Measurements are
carried out in the playground of Beijing Jiaotong University, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). TX and SX, which transmit and receive
signals along the direction of target movement, are about 5
meters high, and marked as starting point of movement route.
RX is 1.5 meters high and has a LOS distance of 22 meters
from TX. During measurements, a pedestrian is used as the
moving target scatterer, who moves at a constant speed along
a fixed route with a limited length of approximately 50 meters.
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Fig. 6. Dynamic measurement scenario for ISAC channel. (a) Measurement
campaign. (b) Scenario photo.

2) Static Measurement: As shown in Fig. 7(a), static mea-
surement is conducted to obtain clusters with random scatterer
distribution in communication and sensing channels, which
can be further used to obtain relationship between newborn
sensing clusters and communication clusters. Communication
channel is measured at different positions, and the correspond-
ing sensing channels under same environment is measured
simultaneously. In Fig. 7(a), the red objects, which are marked
as new scatterers, represent scatterers that only contribute
to sensing channels and result in newborn sensing clusters.
Measurements are conducted in a park of Beijing Jiaotong
University, as shown in Fig 7(b). Some common scatters
are randomly distributed in spatial environment, including
trees, lawns, street lights, cars and buildings. TX and SX
are mounted at a height of approximately 5 meters. RX is
mounted with about 1.5 meters high. The whole measurement
includes 14 groups of communication channels (having LOS
distances of 11.3, 15.7, 18.1, 17.1, 23.7, 27.2, 14.6, 14.1, 15.3,
16.2, 10.8, 9.2, 23.7, 18.2 meters respectively) and two groups
of sensing channels (having two different directions of TX
antenna respectively).

IV. DATA PROCESSING AND MODELING

A. Shared Sensing Clusters Evolution

In the proposed models, in order to model correlation
between communication and sensing channels, shared sensing
clusters are defined that a cluster in communication channel
still contributes to the corresponding sensing channel. Each
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Fig. 7. Static measurement scenario for ISAC channel. (a) Measurement
campaign. (b) Scenario photo.

cluster in communication channel has potential to be con-
sidered as shared sensing cluster. The evaluation of whether
clusters in communication channels are shared with sensing
channels can be determined through an evolution probability,
i.e.,Pevol.

A higher Pevol means that a cluster in communication
channel is more easily evolved to a shared sensing cluster.
When applying Pevol to each cluster, a higher Pevol results
in more clusters in the communication channel being shared
with the sensing channel. In this paper, Pevol is introduced
as the ratio of number of multipaths corresponding to one
target scatterer in communication and sensing channels, which
is expressed as follows:

Pevol =
Nsen

Ncom
(15)

where Nsen and Ncom denote numbers of multipaths from
the target scatterer in sensing and communication channels
respectively. When Nsen < Ncom, Pevol is less than 1 and
it means that part of clusters in communication channel are
shared with sensing channel. When Nsen ≥ Ncom, Pevol is
greater than 1. In this case, all clusters in communication
channel are shared with sensing channel, and Pevol is adjusted
to 1.

Shared sensing cluster is highly related to distance between
SX and scatterers. The distance is smaller, scatterers are more
easily perceived by SX, while the distance is large, scatterers
are more difficult to be perceived by SX. Although there
also exist newborn sensing clusters in ISAC channels, which
contribute only to sensing channels, they are not considered
in this section. Therefore, Pevol is negatively correlated with
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Fig. 8. Measured PDPs in dynamic measurement scenario. (a) Communication
channel. (b) Sensing channel.

perception distance (between scatter and SX, marked as r)
and negatively correlated with propagation length (from TX
to RX, marked as L). A heuristic statistical model is proposed
for Pevol as follows:

Pevol(r̄) = a · eb·r̄ (16)

where a and b are fitted parameters according to measure-
ments. Noted that input of model is normalized by distance
d between TX and RX in communication channel, which is
r̄ = r

d ·
L
d . As the normalized distance r̄ becomes larger, Pevol is

infinitely close to zero, which means the clusters with this far
distance is impossible to be perceived and share with sensing
channel. If the normalized distance r̄ is very small, resulting
a probability Pevol of 1, then the clusters in this distance can
be perceived totally.

Power-delay profiles (PDPs) of communication and sensing
channels in dynamic measurement scenario are presented in
Fig. 8, and it can be observed that movement trajectory
of target scatterer is obvious in PDPs, marked as ‘Target’.
Besides, during the measurements, multipath from non-target
objects are unavoidable to be collected simultaneously, which
are marked as ‘Clutter’. Noted that only the multipaths corre-
sponding to target are used for modeling and analysis, and clut-
ter component is eliminated. Due to the continuous changes in
position of moving target, its corresponding multipath is also
continuously changing. To accurately extract the multipaths
associated with moving target, we employ a dynamic multipath
tracking algorithm to separate and extract multipath trajectory
in PDP, thereby identifying the multipaths corresponding to
moving target, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Subsequently, multipath
parameters are jointly estimated using the SAGE algorithm,
which iteratively computes the maximum likelihood estimation
of the MPCs parameters such as powers, delays, and angles
[44]. Based on SAGE estimation results, including estimated
power, delay and angle information, number of multipaths
corresponding to each delay bin is counted and the multipaths
that match with tracking trajectory in PDP are separated and
identified.

The statistically fitted evolution probability model based
on measurements is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that
evolution probability gradually decreases as normalized dis-
tance r̄ increases. The exponential model is found to well fit
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Fig. 10. Evolution probability fitness in ISAC channels.

measurements and the model is shown as follows:

Pevol(r̄) =

{
1, r̄ ≤ 0.441

2.664 · e−2.208·r̄, r̄ > 0.441
(17)

When r̄ is less than 0.441, evolution probability Pevol is always
1, indicating that all clusters in communication channel can be
considered as shared sensing clusters. When r̄ is larger than
0.441, evolution probability follows the exponential fitting.
According to statistical model, shared sensing clusters can be
generated based on the existing clusters at different spatial
location in communication channels, which can be integrated
into an ISAC channel with correlation properties.

B. Newborn Sensing Cluster Distribution

In order to generate newborn sensing clusters in ISAC
channels, multipath estimation and environmental mapping
in static scenario are provided, as shown in Fig. 11. The
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Fig. 11. Estimated MPCs in static measurement scenario. (a) Estimated MPCs
in sensing channel. (b) Estimated MPCs in communication channel. (c) Clus-
tering results and environmental mapping in sensing channel, corresponding
to (a). (d) Clustering results and environmental mapping in communication
channel, corresponding to (b).

SAGE algorithm is employed to jointly estimate multipath
parameters of communication and sensing channels. The K-
Power-Means clustering algorithm [45], [46] is then employed
to cluster multipaths according to delay, amplitude, AOA and
ZOA. For each measurement point, number of clusters is set
to 10 for comparison. Considering comparability of clustering
process, the clustering results in Fig. 11 are conducted in
the same environment, where the clustering results of sensing
channel and communication channel are mapped to the same
group of scatterers in the environment. All clustering results
have been verified to ensure accuracy consistency with the
actual environment. Based on multipath estimation of AOA,
ZOA, power and delay, combined with visual information
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Fig. 12. Distribution of newborn sensing clusters in ISAC channels. (a)
Proportion variation with distance between TX and RX. (b) CDF of proportion
of newborn sensing clusters, with the normal distribution fitting result.

recorded in measurements, each cluster can be matched with
a corresponding physical scatterer. The same processing flow
is applied to both sensing and communication channels, and
distribution of newborn sensing clusters for each measurement
point is statistically analyzed.

Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(c) show the estimated MPCs and
environmental mapping of sensing channels, where the corre-
sponding scatterers mainly include vehicles (cluster 2 and 3),
buildings (cluster 5 and 9), trees (cluster 7), ground (cluster
1 and 8), statues (cluster 4 and 6), and bushes (cluster 10).
Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(d) show the estimated MPCs and
environmental mapping of communication channels on mea-
surement point 8, where the corresponding scatterers mainly
include vehicles (cluster 1), bushes (cluster 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8),
street lamp (cluster 10), bench (cluster 4 and 9), and lawns
(cluster 6). Due to space limitations, the estimated MPCs and
environmental mapping on other measurement points are not
presented. Based on the mapping results for physical scatterer,
distribution of newborn sensing clusters in ISAC channels is
given as in Fig. 12. Furthermore, Fig. 12(a) shows proportion
of newborn sensing clusters on different measurement points.
It can be seen that number of newborn sensing clusters has
a relatively weak correlation with distance. Therefore, distri-
bution of newborn sensing clusters is modeled as independent
of distance. Fig. 12(b) shows cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of proportion of newborn sensing clusters, which is
well fitted by the truncated Gaussian distribution with a mean
of 0.578, a variance of 0.021, and a truncation range of [0,1].

C. Sensing Cluster Global Number

Sensing cluster is limited on global number and it is neces-
sary to merge redundant sensing clusters. In order to determine
global number in sensing channels, which is expected to be
compatible to 3GPP standard channel, this subsection focus
on relationship between communication and sensing channels
in term of cluster numbers.

In order to obtain the optimal number of clusters, the
Calinski Harabasz index (CH) and Davies Bouldin criterion
(DB) are used to evaluate clustering performance [47], [48].
CH index represents ratio of inter cluster distance to intra
cluster distance, calculated as follows:

CH =
tr (Bk) (N −K)

tr (Wk) (K − 1)
(18)
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Fig. 13. Clustering performance with combined indicator for different
numbers.

where Bk is covariance matrix between cluster, and Wk

is covariance matrix within cluster. They are calculated as
follows:

Bk =

k∑
q=1

nq (cq − ce) (cq − ce)
T (19)

Wk =

k∑
q=1

∑
x∈Cq

(x− cq) (x− cq)
T (20)

where cq represents center point of cluster q, ce represents
center point of dataset, nq represents number of multipaths
in cluster q, and Cq represents dataset of cluster q. Generally
speaking, a larger CH indicates better clustering performance.

DB index is calculated by dividing average distance within
any two clusters by the distance between clusters, and taking
the maximum value. The calculation is as follows:

DB =
1

k

k∑
i=1

max
i ̸=j,i,j∈[1,K]

si + sj
Mij

(21)

where si represents dispersion of each multipath in cluster,
Mij represents center distance between cluster i and cluster
j, as follows:

si =

 1

n

n∑
j=1

|Xij −Ai|q


1
q

(22)

Mij =

{
K∑

k=1

|aki − akj |q
} 1

q

(23)

where Xij represents the j-th multipath component in the i-th
cluster, Ai represents center of the i-th cluster, n represents
number of multipaths in the i-th cluster, aki represents the
k-th dimensional value of center of the i-th cluster, q = 1 is
used to calculate mean distance from each point to center. In
general, a smaller DB indicates better clustering performance.
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Fig. 14. Model comparisons between simulated and measured channels. (a) RMS delay spread. (b) RMS elevation spread. (c) RMS azimuth spread.

TABLE III
GLOBAL NUMBER OF SENSING CLUSTER.

Scenario Propagation Communication
(as 3GPP TR38.901) Sensing

UMi LOS 12 16
NLOS 19 26

UMa LOS 12 16
NLOS 20 27

RMa LOS 11 15
NLOS 10 14

The two indicators are jointly used to obtain the optimal
number of clusters, and a combined indicator (CI) index, i.e., a
trade-off method for DB and CH indicators, is used, as follows:

K = argmax
K

{[
DB

DB(K)
+

CH(K)

CH

]}
(24)

where DB and CH are mean values of indicators. As shown
in Fig. 13, number range of clusters in sensing channel is set
as [2:20]. For sensing channel with different directions, the
optimal number of clusters are 5 and 10, respectively. The
average value of them is 7.5. Correspondingly, the optimal
number of clusters in communication channel is [2, 4, 5, 5, 5,
5, 4, 6, 9, 4, 11, 2, 2, 16], with an average of 5.74. The ratio of
number of sensing clusters and communication clusters is 1.32.
Therefore, according to 3GPP TR38.901, in rural macro (RMa)
scenario, number of clusters remains 11 and 10; in urban micro
(UMi) scenario, number of clusters remains 12 and 19; and in
urban macro (UMa) scenario, number of clusters remains 12
and 20. Besides, in all scenarios, there are 20 multipaths within
each cluster. The corresponding global number of sensing
cluster in ISAC channels is shown in Table III, including
UMi, UMa, and RMa scenarios, respectively. Furthermore,
with different simulation parameters, number of clusters in
the sensing channel will thus not significantly change.

V. CHANNEL SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

Multi-link simulation and measurement validation are pre-
sented in this section. To facilitate comparison with measure-
ments, we set antenna height, positions, and other simulation
parameters to be the same as those in the measurements for
validation. In the case of multi-link simulation, a general

situation is considered, and the simulation parameters are not
required to be the same as in measurements. The detailed
simulation parameters are shown in Table IV.

A. Measurement Validation

In this subsection, three statistics, i.e., root-mean square
(RMS) delay spread, elevation spread and azimuth spread of
arrival, are used to validate the proposed model. In order to
compare with measurements, we set antenna height, positions
and other simulation parameters to be the same as in measure-
ments.

In Fig. 14, CDF comparisons of delay spread, elevation
spread and azimuth spread between simulated and measured
channels are presented. Due to the fact that positions of scatter-
ers in simulation are randomly generated, although UE param-
eters are set as consistent as possible with measurements, the
generated channel parameters, especially spatial distribution of
scatterers, cannot fully match with measurements. However,
the agreement is fairly good and reasonable. The errors
between simulated and measured channels with 90% CDF
probability are 2.74%, 9.84% and 4.68% for delay spread,
elevation spread and azimuth spread respectively. Overall,
the simulated channel based on the proposed ISAC channel
models can reflect characteristics of actual channel well.

B. Multi-Link Simulation

This subsection presents simulation results of multi-link lay-
out in ISAC scenario, including distribution of communication
and sensing clusters and MPCs. Fig. 15 shows initial layout
and there are two BSs and three UTs with BS1 located at
[100, 100, 20] m, BS2 located at [150, 150, 35] m, UT1
located at [50, 50, 1.5] m, UT2 located at [20, 180, 3.5] m,
and UT3 located at [170, 30, 1] m. Carrier frequency is 28
GHz, bandwidth is 1 GHz, and simulation scenarios are UMi,
UMa, and RMa scenarios, respectively.

RCS values of similar objects vary significantly due to
specific conditions, such as humans worn with different cloth-
ing and cars with different materials. According to existing
researches on RCS measurements for different objects, the
uniform distribution with special ranges is used to generate
RCS values for a single scatterer. The surrounding scatterers
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TABLE IV
DETAILED SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Simulation parameters Measurement validation Multi-link simulation
Scenario UMi UMi UMa RMa

Frequency 28G 28G 28G 28G
Bandwidth 1G 1G 1G 1G

TX/SX heights 5m BS1-20m,
BS2-35m

BS1-20m,
BS2-35m

BS1-20m,
BS2-35m

RX heights 1.5m
UT1-1.5m,
UT2-3.5m,
UT3-1m

UT1-1.5m,
UT2-3.5m,

UT3-1m

UT1-1.5m,
UT2-3.5m,
UT3-1m

TX/SX coordinate [0,0]m BS1-[100,100]m,
BS2-[150,150]m

BS1-[100,100]m,
BS2-[150,150]m

BS1-[100,100]m,
BS2-[150,150]m

RX coordinate [8,8]m
UT1-[50,50]m,
UT2-[20,180]m,
UT3-[170,30]m,

UT1-[50,50]m,
UT2-[20,180]m,
UT3-[170,30]m,

UT1-[50,50]m,
UT2-[20,180]m,
UT3-[170,30]m,

Fig. 15. Layout of BS and UT in multi-link simulation of ISAC scenario

in simulation are given as follows: 30% for vehicles, 20%
for pedestrians, and 50% for other environmental objects
(buildings, trees, etc.). RCS values of pedestrians, vehicles
and environmental objects in ISAC channels are modeled
as uniform distribution of [-20, 0] decibel per square mete
(dBsm), [-5, 25] dBsm, and [-50, 50] dBsm, respectively
[49]–[51]. For each ray in sensing channels, RCS is applied
independently.

Fig. 16 shows distribution of communication clusters in
UMi, UMa, and RMa scenarios, respectively, where different
colors represent different communication links. Fig. 17 shows
the corresponding distribution of sensing clusters in UMi,
UMa, and RMa scenarios, respectively, where two colors
represent shared sensing clusters and newborn sensing clusters.
It can be seen that, ISAC channels represent spatial character-
istics well and clusters perceived by one BS are not limited in
own communication links. For distant communication clusters,
they are more difficult to be considered as shared sensing
clusters in terms of evolution probability. Due to limitations
in ISAC channel measurements, we refer to 3GPP channel
models to simplify our modeling procedure. Specifically, in
the ISAC channel modeling procedure, the communication
channel is first generated using the 3GPP model procedure.

Various simulation parameters, such as elevation, altitude, and
direction, influence the spatial distribution of communication
clusters. Consequently, the distribution of sensing clusters is
also affected based on correlatively modeling. As a result,
the arrival and departure angle distributions in the ISAC
channel model are altered. Fig. 18 shows the corresponding
MPCs of sensing channels in UMi, UMa, and RMa scenarios,
respectively, where different colors represent multipaths from
different scatterers. It can be seen that MPCs provided in
the proposed models can well perform sensing characteristics
dependant on physical properties.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a cluster-based statistical channel model is
proposed for ISAC scenarios, and it considers distributions of
clusters in both communication and sensing channels. Based
on procedure of 3GPP standard channel model, we present
an extension to incorporate sensing channels into the existing
communication channel modeling framework. Measurement
campaigns at 28 GHz are conducted for parameterization.
Based on measurements, clustering and tracking algorithms are
used to extract and analyze clusters in ISAC channels. Sensing
clusters are divided into shared sensing clusters and newborn
sensing clusters. Shared sensing clusters come from the exist-
ing clusters in communication channels based on evolution
probability, which is modeled as exponential distribution.
Newborn sensing clusters only contribute to sensing channel,
which have a truncated Gaussian distribution. Furthermore,
this paper presents model implementation, and validates the
model by comparing simulations and measurements. The pro-
posed model provides a simulation approach for performance
evaluation of ISAC technologies.
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